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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes the hierarchical Bayesian optimization
algorithm (hBOA) on minimum vertex cover for standard
classes of random graphs and transformed SAT instances.
The performance of hBOA is compared with that of the
branch-and-bound problem solver (BB), the simple genetic
algorithm (GA) and the parallel simulated annealing (PSA).
The results indicate that BB is significantly outperformed
by all the other tested methods, which is expected as BB is a
complete search algorithm and minimum vertex cover is an
NP-complete problem. The best performance is achieved
with hBOA; nonetheless, the performance differences be-
tween hBOA and other evolutionary algorithms are rel-
atively small, indicating that mutation-based search and
recombination-based search lead to similar performance on
the tested problem instances.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning; I.2.8 [Artificial
Intelligence]: Problem Solving, Control Methods, and
Search; G.1.6 [Numerical Analysis]: Optimization

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Minimum vertex cover, hierarchical BOA, genetic algorithm,
simulated annealing, branch and bound.

1. INTRODUCTION
The classical minimum vertex-cover problem involves

graph theory and finite combinatorics and is categorized
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under the class of NP-complete problems in terms of its
computational complexity [10]. Minimum vertex cover has
attracted researchers and practitioners because of the NP-
completeness and because many difficult real-world prob-
lems can be formulated as instances of the minimum vertex
cover. Examples of the areas where the minimum vertex-
cover problem occurs in real world applications are bioinfor-
matics [1, 12, 18] and communications [37]. However, only
few studies exist that analyze the performance of evolution-
ary algorithms on this important class of problems [20, 17,
22].

The purpose of this paper is to compare several simple
and advanced evolutionary algorithms on an extensive set of
minimum vertex cover problem instances. Specifically, we
consider the hierarchical Bayesian optimization algorithm
(hBOA) [31, 30], the simple genetic algorithm (GA) [16,
11], the parallel simulated annealing (PSA) [21, 7], and the
complete branch-and-bound solver (BB) [24, 25, 38]. As
problem instances, we use standard random graph models
[8] and transformed SAT graphs [41]. Each algorithm has
been tested on more than 180,000 different graphs.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly de-
scribes the minimum vertex cover problem and its theoreti-
cal background. Section 3 outlines the hierarchical Bayesian
optimization algorithm, the simple genetic algorithm, the
parallel simulated annealing and the complete branch-and-
bound solver. Section 4 discusses the graph models used in
the experiments. Section 5 provides the experiments done
and their results. Section 6 gives a glimpse of future work
ideas. Section 7 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2. MINIMUM VERTEX COVER
A vertex cover of an undirected graph G = (V, E), is a

subset S ⊆ V such that if (u, v) ∈ E then either u ∈ S or
v ∈ S or both. In other words, a vertex cover is a subset of
vertices that contains at least one node of each edge. The
size of the vertex cover is the number of vertices in it.

There are two versions of the minimum vertex cover prob-
lem: the decision version and the optimization one. In
the decision version, the task is to verify for a given graph
whether there exists a vertex cover of a specified size. On
the other hand, in the optimization version of this problem,
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the task is to find a vertex cover of minimum size. To il-
lustrate the minimum vertex cover, consider the problem
of placing guards [39] in a museum where corridors in the
museum correspond to edges and the task is to place a min-
imum number of guards so that there is at least one guard
at the end of each corridor.

Minimum vertex cover is NP-complete [19]. It is also a
special case of the set cover problem [6] which takes as
input an arbitrary collection of subsets S = (S1, S2, .., Sn)
of the universal set V , and the task is to find a smallest
subset of subsets from S that cover V .

The minimum vertex cover problem is also closely related
to many other hard graph problems and so it interests the
researchers in the design of optimization and approximation
algorithms. For instance, the independent set problem [19,
10] is similar to the minimum vertex cover problem because
a minimum vertex cover defines a maximum independent set
and vice versa. Another interesting problem that is closely
related to the minimum vertex cover is the edge cover which
seeks the smallest set of edges such that each vertex is in-
cluded in one of the edges.

Recently, the attention of physicists was drawn to the
study of NP-complete problems like vertex cover and sat-
isfiability. The reason is that, when studied on suitable ran-
dom ensembles, these problems exhibit phase transitions in
the solvability [28, 39, 14], which often coincide with peaks
in the typical computational complexity or changes of the
typical complexity from exponential to polynomial or vice
versa. Concepts and methods from statistical physics have
helped to understand these models better [15], calculate typ-
ical complexities of algorithms analytically [27, 40] and have
even lead to the design of more efficient probabilistic algo-
rithms [26, 15].

In this paper we consider the optimization version of min-
imum vertex cover with the goal of analyzing performance
of various evolutionary algorithms and the complete branch-
and-bound algorithm on this class of problems.

3. COMPARED ALGORITHMS
This section outlines the algorithms compared in this pa-

per: (1) the branch-and-bound algorithm (BB), (2) the hi-
erarchical Bayesian optimization algorithm (hBOA), (3) the
genetic algorithm (GA), and (4) the parallel simulated an-
nealing (PSA).

3.1 Branch-and-bound algorithm
The branch-and-bound (BB) algorithm [24, 25] is a com-

plete algorithm, meaning that it guarantees the exact solu-
tion even though the time complexity may increase expo-
nentially with the graph size. As is also supported by the
results presented in this paper, the algorithm is often out-
performed by stochastic methods, which can often reliably
locate the optimum after evaluating only a small portion of
the search space.

The branch-and-bound algorithm recursively explores the
full configuration space by deciding about the presence or
absence of one node in the cover in each step of the recur-
sion and recursively solving the problem for the remaining
nodes. The full configuration space can be seen as a tree
where each level decides about the presence or absence of
one node and for each node there are two possible branches
to follow; one corresponds to selecting the node for the cover
whereas the other corresponds to ignoring the node. Tech-

nically, a covered node and all adjacent edges are removed,
while an ignored node remains, but may not be selected in
deeper levels of the recursion. The recursion explores the
tree and backtracks when there are no more edges to cover
or when the bounding condition is met, as described shortly.
When backtracking, covered nodes are reinserted into the
graph. Subsets of nodes that provide valid vertex covers are
identified and the smallest of them is the minimum vertex
cover. It is easy to see that in the worst case, the complexity
of BB is upper-bounded by the total number of nodes in the
recursion tree, which is proportional to 2n.

Bounding enables the algorithm to eliminate branches
that provably do not lead to better than best-so-far cov-
ers, improving efficiency. The bounding condition is based
on the degree d(i) of the current vertex i, which represents
the number of neighbors of node i. If uncov is the number
of edges yet to be covered and we have still k nodes to cover
(without obtaining a worse solution than the one found ear-
lier), the lower bound for the minimum number of uncovered
edges is given by

max

»
0, uncov − max

j1,j2,..,jk

d(j1) + d(j2) + .. + d(jk)

–

Any branch that violates the above condition can be cut
(avoided). Our BB implementation is based on [38].

3.2 Hierarchical BOA (hBOA)
The hierarchical Bayesian optimization algorithm

(hBOA) [31, 30] is an estimation of distribution algo-
rithm [23, 2, 29, 32, 34], where standard recombination and
mutation operators are replaced by building and sampling
probabilistic models. hBOA represents candidate solutions
by n-bit binary strings, where n is the number of vertices
in the graph; 1 represents the presence of a particular node
in the minimum vertex cover while 0 represents its absence.

hBOA starts by generating a population of candidate so-
lutions at random with uniform distribution over all possible
n-bit binary strings. At each iteration a set of promising so-
lution is selected using any common selection method such
as tournament and truncation selection. Here we use binary
tournament selection without replacement. The selected so-
lutions are used in building a Bayesian network with decision
trees [5, 9]. New solutions are generated by sampling the
built Bayesian network. The new solutions are then incor-
porated into the original population using restricted tourna-
ment replacement (RTR) [13]. The run is terminated when
the termination criteria are met.

There is a local search heuristic overlaid on top of hBOA,
which updates every solution in the population to ensure
that it represents a valid vertex cover. The update is done by
adding nodes of uncovered edges to the current cover in ran-
dom ordering until a valid cover is obtained. After adding
new nodes to the cover, some of the selected nodes may be
redundant; the redundant nodes are removed by parsing the
nodes and deleting those that are unnecessary. Since every
candidate solution represents a valid cover, in the selection
process of better candidate solutions, the number of nodes
selected for the cover in a solution directly corresponds to so-
lution quality; the fewer nodes, the better the solution. We
tried other heuristics to repair invalid solutions, but their
effects on performance were insignificant.
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3.3 Genetic algorithm
In the genetic algorithm (GA) [16, 11], we use the same

representation of candidate solutions and the same repair
operator (local heuristic) like in hBOA.

GA starts by generating a random population of candidate
solutions. At each iteration a population of promising solu-
tions is first selected. Variation operators are then applied
to this selected population to produce new candidate solu-
tions. Specifically, crossover is applied to exchange partial
solutions between pairs of solutions and mutation is used
to perturb the resulting solutions. Here we use uniform
crossover and bit-flip mutation to produce new solutions.
The new solutions are substituted into the original popula-
tion using restricted tournament replacement (RTR). The
run is terminated when the termination criteria are met.

GA and hBOA differ only in the way they process the
selected solutions. GA applies variation operators inspired
by natural evolution and genetics, whereas hBOA learns and
samples a Bayesian network with local structures.

3.4 Parallel simulated annealing
Simulated annealing [21, 7] is a fairly robust stochastic

optimization algorithm based on local search. Simulated an-
nealing derives inspiration from the physical process of an-
nealing in metallurgy. Essentially annealing is a process in
which equilibrium conditions in metals are attained by heat-
ing up and then cooling down the material in a controlled
fashion. If the cooling is slow enough and reaches very low
temperatures, the material will be with high probability in
a ground state, i.e. a configuration with the lowest energy.
Simulated annealing follows a similar analogy to solve opti-
mization problems, by identifying the negative of the quality
of the solutions (here the size of the vertex cover) with the
energy.

In detail, simulated annealing starts initially with an ar-
bitrary solution and then repeatedly tries to make improve-
ments to it locally. A new solution is accepted with a prob-
ability that is based on the difference Qold − Qnew between
the quality of the old and new solutions and on an (artificial)
temperature T , which is gradually decreasing throughout the
process. The algorithm always accepts better solutions but
the probability of accepting a worse solution from the lo-
cal step decreases exponentially fast with the ratio of the
decrease in solution quality and the temperature T :

paccept = min{1, exp ((Qold − Qnew)/T )} (1)

Initially, T is relatively large and thus SA accepts nearly all
new solutions regardless of their quality. As T decreases, the
probability of accepting worse solutions decreases as well.
This means, when cooling slowly enough, the system will
end up with high probability in a solution of best quality,
i.e. in this case with a vertex cover of minimum size.

Parallel simulated annealing (PSA) simulates multiple
runs of simulated annealing in parallel and thus becomes
more robust as the probability of reaching the global opti-
mum increases.

In this paper, we use a PSA that represents candidate so-
lutions by n-bit binary strings and it initializes all solutions
to represent a full cover (all nodes are selected) as suggested
in [15]. Quality of a solution is determined by the number
of nodes it uses in the cover; the fewer the nodes, the better
the solution. Only local steps that lead to valid covers are
accepted, so there is no need for a repair operator.

In each step of each SA run of PSA, we first decide
whether to add or remove a node from the current cover
(with equal probability). If a node is to be removed, we ran-
domly choose one of the nodes that can be removed without
affecting validity of the cover and remove the node; if no
node can be removed, the cover remains unchanged. If a
node is to be added into the cover, we randomly choose a
node to add and add the node with probability exp(−μ).
The parameter μ is initially equal to 0 and in each step, μ
is increased by a constant δμ > 0.

4. GRAPH MODELS
This section outlines the graph models used in comparing

the performance and scalability of the optimization algo-
rithms introduced in the previous section. The graph mod-
els used are

(1) G(n, m) graphs [4, 38],

(2) G(n, p) graphs [4], and

(3) transformed SAT graphs [41].

The first two models are standard random graph models
from the graph theory, while the third model is created by
transforming hard instances of SAT problem into minimum
vertex cover. All graphs used in this work are undirected.

4.1 G(n,m) Model
The G(n, m) model consists of all graphs with n vertices

and m edges. The number of vertices, n and the number of
edges, m are related by m = nc, where c > 0 is a constant.

To generate a random G(n, m) graph, we start with a
graph with no edges. Then, cn edges are generated ran-
domly using a uniform distribution over all possible graphs
with cn edges. Each node is thus expected to connect to 2c
other nodes on average.

4.2 G(n,p) Model
The G(n, p) model, also called binomial Erdős Rényi ran-

dom graph model [4], consists of graphs of n vertices for
which the probability of an edge between any pair of nodes
is given by a constant p > 0. To ensure that graphs are
almost always connected, p is chosen so that p � log(n)/n.

To generate a G(n, p) graph we start with an empty graph.
Then, we iterate through all pairs of nodes and connect each
of these pairs with probability p.

The expected number of edges of a G(n, p) graph is
`

n
2

´
p.

For given constants p and c, the number of edges for G(n, p)
graphs grows faster than the number of edges for G(n, m)
graphs; while for G(n, m) the number of edges is bounded by
Θ(n), for G(n, p) the expected number of edges is bounded
by Θ(n2).

The classical G(n, m) and G(n, p) models are homoge-
neous in the sense that the node degrees tend to be con-
centrated around their expected value. For G(n, p) the ex-
pected degree is np whereas for G(n, m) it is 2c. The prop-
erties of G(n, m) model are similar to those of G(n, p) with
2m/n2 = p.

4.3 Transformed SAT graphs (TSAT)
The satisfiability (SAT) problem consists of deciding

whether a given Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form
is satisfiable, that is, whether there exists an assignment of
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1. Generate n disjoint cliques of size nα.

2. Randomly select two different cliques and then gen-
erate without repetitions pn2α random edges between
these two cliques.

3. Run Step 2 (with repetitions) for another rnlnn − 1
times.

Figure 1: Generating transformed SAT (TSAT)
graphs.

the variables that satisfies the formula [10]. The transformed
SAT graphs used in this paper are generated by transform-
ing forced satisfiable SAT benchmarks of model RB [42, 43],
where vertices correspond to variables and edges correspond
to clauses in SAT instances.

Model RB is the revised model B, which is one of the
standard models for generating random binary constraint
satisfaction problems (CSPs) [36]. By varying control pa-
rameters of the model, we can ensure that the generated
instances are from the phase transition region where the
probability of any instance being satisfiable is about 50%;
instances from the phase transition region are known to be
the most difficult ones for most algorithms. The control pa-
rameters for model RB are n, which denotes the number of
variables; α > 0, which determines the domain size d = nα;
r > 0 which determines the number m = rn ln n of con-
straints; and 1 < p < 0, which denotes the tightness of the
constraints.

The model RB used here is of interest because random
instances of any arity can be generated and the phase tran-
sition is guaranteed with a limited restriction on domain
size and constraint tightness. The critical probability pcr

where the transition occurs is given by pcr = 1−e−α/r. The
graphs can be generated directly without the actual trans-
formation from SAT [42, 43]. The algorithm for generating
the transformed SAT graphs is shown in Figure 1. The size
of the minimum vertex cover of TSAT graphs is approxi-
mately equal to n(nα − 1).

5. EXPERIMENTS
This section presents and discusses the experimental re-

sults. The section starts by describing the test instances and
the experiments done. Finally, the results are presented.

5.1 Tested graph instances
The test graph instances have been generated using the

three graph models described in the previous section. We
have generated and tested more than 180,000 different
graphs.

For the G(n, m) model, based on the relation m = cn, c
is varied from 0.5 to 4 in steps of 0.25 and for each value
of c, n is varied from 50 to 300 in steps of 50. For each
combination of n and c, 1000 random graphs are generated
and tested.

For the G(n, p) model, graphs are generated for p = 0.25
and p = 0.5. For each value of p, n is varied from 50 to 200
in steps of 50. For each combination of values of n and p,
1000 random instances are generated and tested.

For the TSAT model, the number cliques in the generated

graphs is varied from 5 to 20. The number of nodes is then
determined by the number of cliques and other parameters.
The remaining parameters are set as in [41]: α = 0.8, r =
2.7808, and p = 0.25. Here p is the critical value where
the hardest instances occur. For each problem size, 1000
random instances are generated and tested.

5.2 Description
All generated graphs have been first solved using BB be-

cause BB is a complete algorithm that is ensured to find the
minimum vertex cover. All graphs have then been solved
using the remaining algorithms included in the comparison,
that is, hBOA, GA, and PSA. Time complexity of BB and
PSA is measured by the number of steps until the optimal
cover is found; for hBOA and GA, time complexity is mea-
sured by the overall number of candidate solutions examined
until the optimum is found.

For hBOA and GA, the bisection method [35] is used to
determine the minimum population size required to find the
global optimum in 10 out of 10 independent runs (the pop-
ulation size is determined independently for each graph in-
stance). The number of evaluations is then averaged over
the 10 independent runs with the minimum population size
obtained by bisection. Both hBOA and GA use binary tour-
nament selection and new solutions are incorporated into the
original population using restricted tournament replacement
with window size w = min{n, N/20} where n is the number
of nodes in the input graph and N is population size.

For PSA, 10 independent runs have been performed for
each graph and the results have been averaged over the 10
runs. Parameters of PSA have been set according to initial
experiments to ensure reliable convergence to the optimum
vertex cover in a wide range of problem instances. Specif-
ically, the number of parallel SA runs is set to the overall
number of nodes in the graph, n. The probability of accept-
ing an addition of a node into the cover is equal to exp(−μ)
where initially μ = 0 and in each iteration, μ is increased
by δμ = 0.05. We tried a number of alternative strategies
for modifying the acceptance probability for steps that de-
crease solution quality, but no approach lead to significantly
different results than the strategy described above.

5.3 Results
Figure 2 presents the results of BB on random G(n, m)

graphs, where the ratio of the number of edges and the num-
ber of nodes is fixed to a constant c. These results indicate
that the time complexity of BB grows exponentially fast
with problem size for all values of c and that it increases
with c. As problem size increases, BB is outperformed by
all other compared algorithms in terms of both the num-
ber of evaluated candidate solutions as well as the overall
CPU time per instance. This result is not surprising since
BB is the only complete algorithm used in the comparison.
Note that an extension of BB, the leaf-removal algorithm
[3], is still a complete algorithm but it achieves a typically
polynomially growing running time for the average number
of edges per node of at most e ≈ 2.7183 (corresponding to
c ≈ 1.3591), while it still behaves exponentially for larger
values of c.

Figure 3 presents the performance of hBOA on G(n, m)
test instances. Similarly as in the case of BB, the time
complexity of hBOA increases with both c and n. However,
for smaller values of c, the number of evaluated solutions
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Figure 2: BB on G(n, m)
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Figure 3: hBOA on G(n, m)
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(b) c = 4

Figure 4: hBOA, BB, GA, PSA on G(n, m).

appears to grow only polynomially fast with problem size
as opposed to the exponential growth with BB. Note that
hBOA is required to converge in all runs, 10 independent
runs per problem instance; each point in the graph thus
corresponds to 10,000 successful runs.

Figures 4 compares the performance of all tested algo-
rithms on G(n, m) for c = 2 and c = 4. GA and hBOA
perform nearly the same for small values of n. However, for
large problems, the growth of the number of evaluations re-
quired by GA becomes faster than that required by hBOA.
Although the number of steps required by PSA is signif-
icantly greater than the number of evaluations for hBOA
and GA, it is important to note that a single evaluation in
hBOA and GA requires at least n steps, while in PSA the
number of computational steps in each iteration of the al-
gorithm on G(n, m) is upper bounded by a constant. After
incorporating this factor into the analysis, we can conclude
that for all values of c, hBOA, GA and PSA perform well and
they significantly outperform BB. This indicates that perfor-
mance of stochastic optimization techniques on G(n, m) is
relatively efficient regardless of whether the search is based
primarily on recombination or mutation.

Figure 5 analyzes the effects of c on performance of hBOA
on G(n, m). The results indicate that as the problem size

increases, the influence of c on increasing time complexity
of hBOA grows.

The observations from the test results for G(n, m) model
test instances can be summarized as follows:

• As c increases the time complexity of all the algorithms
increases.

• hBOA, GA and PSA outperform BB in all the cases.

• BB exhibits exponential complexity in all the cases as
expected.

• hBOA, GA and PSA perform all relatively well, some-
times with polynomial complexity.

• Operators based on recombination and local search
lead to similar performance.

Figure 6 shows the results of the experiments done for
the G(n, p) model with increasing p. The results indicate
that hBOA and GA perform nearly equally well in all cases
and since evaluating one solution in hBOA or GA is slower
than one local step of BB or PSA, we can conclude that all
algorithms perform well. A comparison of the results for
G(n, m) and G(n, p) indicates that G(n, p) graphs are easier
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Figure 6: hBOA, BB, GA, PSA on G(n, p). Note that the performance of hBOA and GA is nearly identical.
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Figure 5: Effects of c on hBOA performance on
G(n, m)

to solve for all methods, assuming that c and p are fixed to
a constant.

Performance of hBOA and GA appears to follow a sim-
ilar pattern on G(n, p) for all values of p. That indicates
that the fluctuations in time complexity as the problem size
grows (see Figure 6a-b) are due to the distribution of prob-
lem instances, which appear to vary in difficulty more than
in the case of G(n, m). Due to the variation in problem com-
plexity, a higher number of problem instances should lead
to more stable predictions of time complexity.

The observations from the test results for G(n, p) model
test instances can be summarized as follows:

• As p increases the time complexity of all the algorithms
decreases.

• All algorithms perform relatively well in all cases.

• BB overtakes PSA more quickly (for smaller instances)
when p is small, and the growth of BB time complexity
slows down with growing p.

In general we see that graphs with few edges as well as
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Figure 7: Comparison of hBOA, BB, GA and PSA
on TSAT instances. Note that the performance of
hBOA and GA is nearly identical.

graphs similar to a clique are relatively easy to solve even
with complete algorithms like BB. Graphs with covers that
are neither small nor large are expected to be much more
difficult.

Figure 7 compares the performance of hBOA, BB, GA,
and PSA for the transformed SAT graphs. On TSAT, BB
is outperformed by other methods but hBOA, GA and PSA
perform well.

6. FUTURE WORK
Methodology presented in this paper can be extended

to other generalized NP-complete problems, such as the
set cover problem, independent set problem, number-
partitioning problem or the satisfiability problem. The other
direction to extend the current work would be to study per-
formance of evolutionary algorithms for minimum vertex
cover of various other classes of graphs. One of the most
important challenges is to find features that make various
instances of minimum vertex cover and other similar prob-
lems difficult and study the effectiveness of various stochas-
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tic optimizers in dealing with these features. The results
presented in this paper indicate that graph connectivity is
one of these factors, but they also show that for many stan-
dard classes of graphs, most operators appear to perform
relatively well. Understanding the main sources of prob-
lem difficulty would facilitate the design of better optimizers
for minimum vertex cover and similar problems. Finally, in
both hBOA and GA, we used a simple, local repair operator,
but it is straightforward to incorporate more advanced local
searchers to further improve performance of GA and hBOA
as was the case with other difficult classes of NP-complete
problems, such as spin glasses [33].

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzed performance of the branch-and-

bound (BB) algorithm and several evolutionary algorithms
on minimum vertex cover for three classes of graphs. In
addition to BB, we considered the hierarchical Bayesian op-
timization algorithm (hBOA), the simple genetic algorithm
(GA), and the parallel simulated annealing (PSA).

In most cases, hBOA, GA and PSA outperformed BB,
which is not a surprising result because BB is a complete
method that guarantees that the global optimum is found.
Nonetheless, the results indicated that in most cases, hBOA,
GA and PSA performed comparably well, indicating that
mutation-based search and recombination-based search per-
form similarly on the studied classes of graph instances.
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